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Lahnpaper is a quality-driven market leader in the international market for fibre products,  
looking back on over 100 years of experience in the development, production and further  
processing of nonwovens and special paper. Lahnpaper is part of the Kajo Neukirchen Group. 
Around 170 employees strive to offer our customers and partners genuine added value. This 
applies particularly also to exceptional customer solutions that are successfully and efficiently 
implemented thanks to state-of-the-art technology and experienced experts. 

When it comes to production, our company attaches a great deal of importance to the  
sustainable and environmentally friendly use of resources such as raw material, water,  
and energy. Numerous Lahnpaper products are available with the FSC® or STANDARD 100  
by Oeko-Tex® certifications. In addition, Lahnpaper is certified according to DIN EN ISO 14001 
(environmental management), DIN EN ISO 50001 (energy management) as well as  
DIN EN ISO 9001 (quality management).



SPECIAL NONWOVENS FOR  
SPECIAL IDEAS
We are the company that makes things happen in the international market for fibre products. Based in Lahnstein/ 
Germany, we have, for more than 100 years, been developing, producing, and processing nonwovens and special papers 
for many different fields of application. To be able to do justice to the multitudinous requirements of our customers we 
develop special customised nonwovens, for example as a base for textile wallpapers and flocking.

Does the customer want a particularly fibrous structure or textile haptics? Should the wall covering be particularly thin 
or particularly voluminous? Should the wallpaper be water-repellent or absorbent?
Why not talk to us about your challenge? We shall find a convincing solution for you!
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varitess® SPECIALS OVERVIEW

varitess® Specials

Products Grammage in g/m²
DIN EN ISO 536 

Thickness in µm
DIN EN ISO 534

Wet expansion 
cross direction in %

PA00379 as per Fenchel
Special feature

Premium varitess® 949.142 142 410 0,1 fibrous structure

varitess® 941.130 130 330 0,1 great dimensional stability

varitess® 964.100 100 205 0,1 high opacity

varitess® 208.075 75 220 0,1 high tear
resistance

varitess® 934.055 55 200 0,1 high strength, 
hydrophobic

varitess® 935.052 52 190 0,1 high strength, 
hydrophilic

varitess® 214.048 48 150 0,1 coloured

cuturon® 307.047 47 160 0,1 textile haptics

varitess® 211.047 47 160 0,1 coloured

varitess® 219.030 30 100 0,1 low grammage


